	NOTEBOOK GUIDELINES
Honors
Overview - Each student must possess a three (3) ring notebook binder. It can be one that is also used for other subjects as long as there is a section clearly marked for social studies. Notebooks are an accumulation of all homework assignments, class assignments and warm-up exercises. Notebooks will normally be collected after each test and scored. They will constitute approximately 30 to 40 percent of each student’s grade. Notebooks are the only way to obtain extra credit.
Turn-in - Prior to turn in ensure all work from the previous chapter is removed from your notebook which is kept in your three (3) ring binder. To avoid losing points, work must be arranged and stapled together in the numerical order listed on Mr. Fab’s table of contents kept posted in the classroom and on his website.

Heading - Each assignment in notebook will have a heading at the top of the first page consisting of the following: Assignment number (obtained from table of contents), title of assignment, and your name. All required work will be posted on Mr. Fab’s table of contents kept inside the classroom and on his web site. Example: “4-12, Chapter 7 jigsaw notes, James Jones”. In the “4-12” one (4) means this is the fourth notebook for the year and twelve (12) means this is the 12th assignment for this particular notebook. 

First Page of Notebook (Cover Sheet) - The first page will be a cover sheet depicting artwork relating to any item studied in the unit.  Minimum requirements are: Chapter name, chapter number, section number and your name. 

Second page of Notebook (Table of Contents) - The second page of the notebook will be the student’s table of contents. This will provide the student with a listing of all required assignments.  It should be identical to the instructor’s table of contents posted in the classroom and on-line.

Third page of Unit (Clock) - This will be a listing of all partners designated in group assignments by the hours of the clock. Assignments will be made in class by instructor.

Fourth page and beyond - Your work (all classwork and homework). 

Scoring - Maximum score possible without extra credit work is 90%. Points will be awarded for neatness readability, and thoroughness. Regular attendance, timely completion of homework, serious note taking and full participation in classroom activities are the best ways to ensure an impressive notebook grade.

Required Work for an “A” Notebook Grade - in order to receive an “A” on your notebook, you must perform one or more of the below listed methods of extra credit. WITHOUT ATTEMPTING EXTRA CREDIT - MAXIMUM SCORE PER NOTEBOOK IS 90%.
1. Typing Assignments. Each acceptable homework assignment neatly typed will result in one extra credit point. Making an extra copy of a classmate’s homework assignment is plagiarism and will result in zero points for all participants; in addition a 50 point penalty will be assessed.
*2. Current Event Summary and Opinion. Magazine, newspaper article, television or radio show (featuring national and/or international news only).  Be sure to include the article along with your summary and opinion.  You may also choose to complete an analysis of a political cartoon pertaining to subject matter or current events which are attached to notebook. Be sure to include at least a three (3) sentence summary and a three (3) sentence opinion for each article/political cartoon analysis. In order to receive bonus points for artwork/clip art you MUST complete at least one current event/political cartoon analysis per notebook.
*3. Personal Response.  Reflect about your own feelings and opinions to class discussions, readings and activities.
*4.  Artwork. In addition to the cover sheet bonus points will be awarded for any artwork creatively incorporated into notebook as long as one current event/political cartoon analysis is completed.  
5. Flash Cards.  Student created flash cards used for studying for tests will be awarded bonus points.
6. Be filmed by a professional photographer and have your views on a current event issue posted on a public website (parent permission required). To schedule an appointment contact: Katydid Photography, 363 W. Bristol Rd. Ivyland,  PA 18974  215-672-5686.

* Note - Only a combined grand total of six of the above listed items can be used for extra credit per notebook. These items are to be listed at the rear of the notebook after all other required assignments. Typing may be used as often as desired. A maximum of 30 extra credit points may be earned per notebook.

Missing work - Notebooks not turned into instructor on time will result in a ten point penalty per school day – up to a 25 point penalty. Students with an excused absence may turn in work upon returning to school without a penalty. Assignments not turned into instructor will significantly reduce notebook grade.

Classwork/Homework - All classwork and homework are to be done in the notebook unless otherwise specified. 

Returned notebooks - Keep all returned notebooks from instructor in a separate location. Completed notebooks will be collected at the conclusion of school year. A 30 point bonus will be awarded for students having a complete portfolio (must also have an 80% average on all notebooks).





